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Boughs of Holly - Love and Hugs from Australia

Cut a 4 1/2" square for stitchery

To Complete the Stitchery
* Cut a 4 1/2" square and using a
lightbox, trace the design using
your preferred marker. Fuse a
fabric stabiliser on the back.
* All stitching is completed using
backstitch and 2 strands of
embroidery thread. Except for
the French Knots and the spiral
on the tear shaped bauble. Use 1
strand of thread for these.
* Below is a colour guide with the
DMC threads I chose. Please
choose colours that coordinate
with your fabric.

Holly Leaves - alternate leaves of DMC 367, 520 and 989
Tear shaped Bauble - Hanging thread, sprial and star DMC 367

- Outline DMC 666
- French Knots DMC 310

Star Pendant - DMC 115
Heart - Outline and string DMC 989

- Star on Heart DMC 666
Joy - Outline and Stars DMC 115

- Stars and JOY DMC 520
Bell - Hanging Thread DMC 666

- Bell DMC 310



Boughs of Holly - Tea Towel Instructions

Requirements
* 75cm (30")Red and White Toweling
* 10cm (4") red floral fabric
* 15cm (5") green print fabric
*5" square of linen for stitchery
* 8" square of non fusible vilene
*Threads to coordinate with fabric

Cutting
* Cut toweling 28" long
* Red Floral fabric cut:

* 2" x 4 1/2" (x2)
* 2" x 7 1/2" (x2)

* Green print fabric cut:
* 4 1/2" x 17 1/4" (cut the strip as long

as the width of your towel plus 1/2").
*Linen for stitchery cut 4 1/2" x 4 1/2"
* 7 1/2" square vilene

1. Complete the stitchery as instructed on the previous page.
2. Sew the 4 1/2" red floral to each side of the stitchery. Press.
3. Sew the 7 1/2" red floral to the remaining two sides of the stitchery and press.
4. Place the vilene and the bordered stitchery face to face and stitch around the edge with
a 1/4" seam. Cut a slit in the vilene and turn the right way out. Press.
5. Fold 4 1/2" x 17 1/4" green strip in half, right sides together.
Sew down each short edge and along the long side,
leaving a 3" gap for turning through. Turn the right way out and press.
6. Hem both short ends of the tea towel by folding over 1/2" and then 1/2" again. Stitch.
7. Place the green strip parallel to one short edge of the towel and 4 1/2" up
from the short end. Stitch in place along both long edges and short edges.
8. Place the stitchery in the centre of the green strip, so the strip runs
straight under the stitchery. Stitch in place
around all four edges
of the stitchery.
9. Stitch another row of stitching 1/8" from
the edge of the stitchery fabric, on the
red floral.

Fold

4 1/2"


